Grampians Texture is an annual workshop series for fibre artists and provides an opportunity to
participate in workshops. Workshops are suitable for beginners to experienced artists. We are
delighted to advise the program for Grampians Textures 23 from 18 – 23 March 2023, with 19
leading Australian textile tutors, teaching 2, 4 and 6 day workshops in venues across Halls Gap.
Set in Halls Gap, on the edge of the spectacular Grampians National Park, in western Victoria,
workshops are available for – 2 day (18 Sat/Sun 19 March), 4 day (Mon 20–Thur 23 March) and 6
day master classes (Sat 18–Thur 23 March). Sessions run from 9 am – 4 pm with morning tea and
lunch provided at your workshop.
Book your own accommodation in Halls Gap. There are many styles and levels to choose from. Our
website has a list of some of the accommodation options in Halls Gap and the places listed may offer
a discount to Grampians Textures participants.
Halls Gap has a wide range of evening meal options, from cafes to more sophisticated restaurants.
There is a small supermarket with good supplies if you are choosing to self-cater. Local wineries have
available award-winning wines for your enjoyment.
Join other students and tutors for evening meals, exhibitions, bushwalks and more. A full program of
activities will be forwarded to enrolled participants in February. Partners, family and friends are
welcome at all evening activities. As part of our opening night there is an artist market, and at the
GrampianArts Market Place situated at the Halls Gap Centenary Hall will be selling specialist art
supplies, Dairing selling speciality papers and textiles, Red Rock Books with art books and Fibreworks
hand dyed fibres.
Grampians Textures is a project of GrampianArts, a not-for-profit organisation that strives to provide
opportunities for artists to extend their skills and showcase their work.
Don’t miss this opportunity to work with wonderful and inspiring tutors.
Phone 0493 430 312
Email textures@grampianarts.com.au
Web www.grampianarts.com.au

GT23 Tutors
NICOLE BARAKAT – design
CAROL COOKE – embroidery
LEE COLE – baskets
SALLY DARLISON – mixed media
REBECCA GEORGE – crochet
PENNY JEWELL – eco dyeing
WINSOME JOBLING – paper
ANNE KELLY – embroidery
ANNE KEMPTON – getting ready
GALINA KOFOD – flower making

SACHIKO KOTAKA – felt
CASSIE LEATHAM – baskets
CATHY MOON – ink & indigo
AVRIL MAKULA – books
CATHERINE O’LEARY – clothing
HILARY PETERSON – print & stitch
LOANI PRIOR – fabric applique/college
SUZIE VICKERY – stitch
LIZ WILLIAMSON – weaving
MEREDITH WOOLNOUGH – machine embroidery

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

NICOLE BARAKAT
Website www.nicolebarakat.com.au
Insta @nicolembarakat
6 Day | Saturday 18 – Thursday 23 March 2023
CREATIVE RESEARCH: EXTENDING AND DEVELOPING CREATIVE PRACTICE
An enjoyable, immersive program supporting artists to develop new strategies for their creative practice.
You are invited to step outside your comfort zone to engage in open-ended, intuitive and experimental,
process-based research, in a supportive and safe setting. The program includes diverse approaches to art
practice, encouraging play and risk-taking with materials and techniques, writing and discussions as well as
self-evaluation and critical reflection. You will be offered a unique collection of strategies for starting new
projects, generating ideas and working through creative blocks; as well as gaining insight into your personal
approach to art making. All levels
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

CAROL COOKE
Website www.cookeart.com
Insta @cookeart
2 Day | Saturday 18 – Sunday 19 March 2023
CONTEMPLATION CLOTH
Throw perfection out the window! Starting with large piece of calico fabric and fill the cloth with colour!
This was a form of colouring in with thread, exploring marking the fabric with paints and pencils, drawing
and embroidery. It is experimental, engaging and will open you to so many possibilities for future works of
art. Experience the joy as you leave the safety net of traditional embroidery behind and find your place on
the cloth. All levels
4 Day | Monday 20 – Thursday 23 March 2023
IMPROVE EMBROIDERY
Leave the commercial embroidery pattern behind! Improv Embroidery uses conventional time-tested
stitches but now the rules have changed. Improv refers to inventing your own work rather than following
someone else’s patterns and instructions.
Fear of failure? Trying something new? Then you are in the right place. What is perfection? Is it attainable?
We can always do better: perfection is a myth which should be debunked and left behind. We need to be
kinder to ourselves. As you begin to lose focus on the technique and concentrate on being more intuitive
you stop being logical and overthinking. Your art/embroidery becomes unique. You take full ownership. All
levels
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

LEE COLE
Insta @leecole974
2 Day | Saturday 18 – Sunday 19 March 2023
TALKING WIRES
Take a journey into the ancient craft of basketry - with a twist! Use recycled wires from telephone, data
cabling and electrical wires. Create small decorative objects – baskets, embellishments, sculptural pieces or
jewellery. Work using traditional skills and techniques as you are guided into a world of knots, twists, coils
and more. All levels

LEE COLE continued…
4 Day | Monday 20 – Thursday 23 March 2023
BEYOND THE TRADITIONAL- A BASKETRY ADVENTURE!
Commence with an introduction/refresher on the basic skills and techniques of basketry using natural and
man-made fibres and recycled materials. Discover their potential and possibilities and then move beyond
the functional and traditional into a more contemporary and experimental exploration as you create
decorative, sculptural or wearable basket pieces. All levels
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

SALLY DARLISON
Website www.sallydarlison.com
Insta @sallydarlisonartist
Facebook Sally Darlison-Artist
2 Day | Saturday 18 – Sunday 19 March 2023
COLLAGE IN A CONCERTINA BOOK
Using the local environment as inspiration students will create a selection of coloured papers and hand
dyed silk to use in the creation of a collaged small book. After a walk to collect, sketch, photograph and
observe, students will engage a variety of art techniques to change the paper and silk with ink, paint, and
dye. These materials will then be used to create a small concertina and/or 1 page book. All levels
4 Day | Monday 20 – Thursday 23 March 2023
CAPTURING THE JOURNEY
Travel and art are sometimes a difficult combination. You want to immerse yourself in the journey but
there is a desire to create as well. Sally incorporates various art techniques to capture the journey when
she travels. These pieces then become a starting point for larger, more complicated and finished works
when she returns. This class will help you to gain ways of capturing the journey and turn your memories
into art on the hop. You will use a variety of different techniques, including collage, drawing, painting, and
photography to capture the essence of the local area and use them to create several small artists' books
that tell the story of place. All levels
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

REBECCA GEORGE
Website www.yellowcamel.com.au
Insta @yellowcamelcrochet
Insta @rebeccageorgeart
2 Day | Saturday 18 – Sunday 19 March 2023
CROCHET THE SHAPES OF NATURE
Discover flowers, leaves, cacti, coral, jellyfish or an octopus in crochet. The process is similar, the shape is
different! There is a connection between the shapes found in nature, maths and crochet stitches and you
will discover how to create the shapes of nature in crochet without the need for a pattern. All levels
4 Day | Monday 20 – Thursday 23 March 2023
WASTE BUSTING
Working with a range of crochet techniques, turn leftover yarn, fabric rag strips or wire into something
new. It can be fine, it can be chunky but it will all be recycling. Turn scraps into something interesting,
creative, beautiful and useful – a bag, soft toy, clothes or artwork. Discover the joy and freedom of crochet
without a pattern while feeling good about stash busting. All levels
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

PENNY JEWELL
Insta @pennys_tinctorium
2 Day | Saturday 18 – Sunday 19 March 2023
BOTANICAL PRINTING ON LEATHER
Imprint botanicals on to leather, producing strong, clear prints without destroying the suppleness of the
leather. The prints are clear, but the leather is soft and flexible, strong but able to be sewn on the average
household machine. Also explore getting background colours on the leather in conjunction with botanical
prints. All levels
4 Day | Monday 20 – Thursday 23 March 2023
ADVANCED ECOPRINT
Start with bundling and ecoprinting with botanicals on protein fabrics then move to more complex recipes
and techniques for successfully printing on cellulose. Explore the interaction of tannins, mordants and dye
blankets to obtain interesting background colours and textures with clear botanical prints. Advanced

WINSOME JOBLING
Website www.winsomejobling.net
2 Day | Saturday 18 – Sunday 19 March 2023
PAPERMAKING FROM LOCAL PLANTS
Papermaking can be a catalyst for bookmaking, printmaking and drawing, as well as an art form of its own.
This papermaking class walks students through the process of turning plant fibre into handmade paper and
on to experimental ways of incorporating imagery into the wet sheet.
Students will learn how to choose suitable plant fibres and how to process them. They will form basic
sheets of paper with a mould and deckle and then expand upon that skill by exploring ways to manipulate
the pulp to integrate patterns and imagery into the papermaking process. All levels
4 Day | Monday 20 – Thursday 23 March 2023
CONTEMPORARY PAPERMAKING TECHNIQUES
Add detailed imagery and layers of colour to handmade papers. Learn creative ways to make watermarks,
stencils and shaped deckles to create multiple layers in each sheet. We will also spray out pulp through
stencils and make honeycomb paper and pour some large sheets. It will be time to experiment and problem
solve. If you have an idea you want to try let’s see if we can work it out! Intermediate/experienced
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

ANNE KELLY
Website www.annekellytextiles.com
2 Day | Saturday 18 – Sunday 19 March 2023
AUSTRALIAN ANIMAL AND BIRD PORTRAITS
Begin with your favourite animal or bird, making a collaged and stitched piece based around it. Working
with a variety of reclaimed and found materials, build up the character of your chosen animal or bird. Add
in some simple stencilling and collage techniques to individualize your work. Before the workshop you can
look through your collections to select a range of fabrics and trims to embellish your animal or bird portrait.
You will leave with a mainly completed piece that you can continue to stitch on at home. All levels

ANNE KELLY continued…
4 Day | Monday 20 – Thursday 23 March 2023
TEXTURES IN LANDSCAPE AND GARDENS
Begin by using photographs and memories of a real or remembered landscape or garden, to make a design.
Working with a range of textural and individual textile collage processes incorporating any number of
different processes: block printmaking, collage and a variety of stitch and layering techniques build
characterful and distinctive piece based on your chosen landscape or garden. Choosing a theme and images
before the course will help you to select and make new fabrics to complete your design. You can work on a
size, shape and scale of your choosing. Suitable for all levels
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

ANNE KEMPTON
Website www.timelesstextiles.com.au
2 Day | Saturday 18 – Sunday 19 March 2023
FINDING YOUR OWN VOICE: GETTING GALLERY AND EXHIBITION READY
This workshop is about being exhibition ready, it is about finding your story and explore your voice as a
person working and exhibiting with fibre arts. As a fibre artist where do you fit within the big context of
showing work and developing exhibitions??
Some of the topics will cover: Defining yourself as an artist – does this label fit you? Getting a proposal and
body of work together ready for exhibition. Best fit for showing your work. Contracts, artist statements,
pricing and getting it install proof.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

GALINA KOFOD
Insta @galelinaflowers
2 Day | Saturday 18 – Sunday 19 March 2023
SILK FLOWERS USING JAPANESE TECHNIQUES
Learn a famous Japanese flower making technique, Somebana. The Somebana process enables flower
artists to individually design each flower, to be as realistic or original as you like. The flowers make using
this technique look much more realistic than flowers made with the traditional French flower making
technique. Students will be guided through all the stages of the process of creating flowers from silk and
will achieve some proficiency in Japanese flowing making techniques. All levels

GALINA KOFOD continued…
4 Day | Monday 20 – Thursday 23 March 2023
FLOWER MAKING FROM LEATHER
Learn how to make a beautiful and realistic looking flowers from leather and suede. Participants will go
through all the stages of the process of creating flowers. This will include preparation of the materials,
making patterns, dying materials, assembling and finishing techniques. You will learn to modify existing
patterns and design their own flowers. All levels
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

SACHIKO KOTAKA
2 Day | Saturday 18 – Sunday 19 March 2023
REVAMPED FELT
In this workshop, you will be either fulfilling the potential of your old felt or nuno-felt piece - or creating a
new piece from a number of these old felt and/or nuno-felt pieces. Expect to be pushed slightly out of your
comfort zones as you explore new processes, concepts and directions with your previously made
felt. Intermediate
4 Day | Monday 20 – Thursday 23 March 2023
FELT FASCINATIONS
Sachiko has accumulated her unique ideas/techniques for feltmaking inspired by mainly origami, kirigami
and weaving for nearly 3 decades. Her unique techniques may be easily incorporated or embraced in your
many felting projects. You will be encouraged to walk along the edge or outside of feltmaking, inspired by
new fascinations, to stretch your felting ability.
Note: *The “Orikiri” technique has evolved from “Kirigami” in which fabrics or pre-felts or pre-nuno-felts
are folded (o-ri) and then cut (ki-ri) for creating flower or geometric shape. And some parts of these shapes
are often projected out from the surface, woven or swirled to create tactile
surfaces. Intermediate/advanced
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

CASSIE LEATHAM
Website www.wildblakarts.com.au
Insta @cassie.leatham
2 Day | Saturday 18 – Sunday 19 March 2023
STRING BAGS
The focus of this workshop is making string bags using a traditional weaving techniques that have been
passed down through indigenous generations. The workshop will be layered with story’s of the old people’s
ways and share a journey from one of their descendants. Working with native plants the participants will
learn what plants to process and weave. All levels
4 Day | Monday 20 – Thursday 23 March 2023
COILED BASKETS
With a focus on coiling and basket making processes, explore traditional weaving techniques that have
been passed down through indigenous generations. Begin to develop an understanding of how this ancient
craft integrated into daily life and culture of traditional owners. The workshop will focus on working with
native plants, and how they are harvested and prepared for basket making. All levels
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

CATHY MOON
Website www.camoon.com.au
Facebook Camoonshibori
Instagram @cathymoonshibori
2 Day | Saturday 18 – Sunday 19 March 2023
INK MAKING AND INDIGO FOR PAPER
Mark making and pattern development will be the focus of this workshop. Indigo, Cochineal Red, Purple
and Black ink will be made in class for you to use and experiment with. An Indigo vat will be available to
further enhance papers with Shibori patterns. Papers may be embellished with stitching and the addition of
small fabric pieces. Come prepared to take home a selection of papers and inks that you can use in your
personal artistic pursuits. All levels

CATHY MOON continued…
4 Day | Monday 20 – Thursday 23 March 2023
INDIGO SHIBORI: BEYOND THE BASICS
Going beyond the basics, learn lesser known Shibori techniques such as Guntai and Katano ,Arashi and
Itajime variations and numerous stitching techniques. Pattern design and layering will be used to produce
complex cloth. We will experiment with full strength Indigo and a tint vat to give the palest of blues.
Natural Indigo, and an Eco Indigo Vat will give shades of blue that can be built up with numerous dips. This
is an intermediate level workshop where we will be learning more complex shibori techniques so prior
knowledge of basic techniques would be useful. Intermediate
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

AVRIL MAKULA
Website www.alphabetcitypress.com
Instagram @avrilmakula
6 Day | Saturday 18 – Thursday 23 March 2023
COMPENDIA: FORM AND CONTENT
Albums, sketchbooks, daybooks, journals and portfolios are essential tools of the creative trade. We will
focus on three beautiful, functional structures: an album with removable pages, a versatile book suitable
for drawing or writing, and a portfolio. We’ll make different coverings for the two books, and we’ll fill the
portfolio with multiples we create and swap, in any medium, simple or complex, based around the theme
of the Grampians landscape. Intermediate/advanced
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

CATHERINE O’LEARY
Website www.catherineoleary.com.au
6 Day | Saturday 18 – Thursday 23 March 2023
SEWING YOUR STASH AWAY!
In this workshop we will be learning how to combine fabrics into compositions of stunning beauty. This
fabric will then be made into a dress or garment which will fit well and be flattering in shape. Clothing from
your wardrobe which does not fit any more can be incorporated into the garment. If you like, you can bring
a favourite clothing pattern to use as well.
Alternatively, or as well, you can make a dress from a combination of old jumpers and cardigans. In this
part of the workshop, pre shrunken knits will be pieced together to create a flattering, stunning garment. It
is a great way to re purpose knits which have moth holes. All levels
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

HILARY PETERSON
Website www.hilarypeterson.art
Instagram @hilarypeterson11
2 Day | Saturday 18 – Sunday 19 March 2023
LINO CUT FOR FABRIC
Use your own hand cut printing blocks on fabric to create cushion covers, tea towels, napkins, a length of
fabric and/or reinvigorate tired items of clothing by personalising them with your prints. All levels
4 Day | Monday 20 – Thursday 23 March 2023
DYE PRINT LAYER STITCH
Build layers with plant dyes, staining, lino/mono/geli plate printing and frottage, mark making with brushes,
pens and found objects on fabric and paper to create images. Work with layering a variety of fabrics such as
sheer and heavier weight to create depth and mystery in your work. Using your own references, learn how
to exploit different media to best effect, and in combination with fabric and stitching. Create texture and
contrast with hand stitching. Works could be in small or larger more sculptural book format or larger wall
piece. All levels
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

LOANI PRIOR
Website www.loaniprior.com
Instagram @loani_prior
2 Day | Saturday 18 – Sunday 19 March 2023
FANTASTICAL FABRIC COLLAGE
From photographs and biological illustrations of those already fantastical creatures – the rooster and the
fish - you will learn to capture their movement and character with pencil on paper, to look deep into your
fabric prints with a brand new eye, turning leaves into fins, flowers into chicken heads, circles into body
parts. A Fantastical Fabric Collage – ready for wall hanging, or to play the hero of your next quilt. If you can
hold a pencil, if you can thread a needle, you can do this workshop! All levels
4 Day | Monday 20 – Thursday 23 March 2023
FANTASTICAL FABRIC COLLAGE AND QUILT DESIGN
From photographs and biological illustrations of those already fantastical creatures – the rooster and the
fish - you will learn to capture their movement and character with pencil on paper, to look deep into your
fabric prints with a brand new eye, turning leaves into fins, flowers into chicken heads, circles into body
parts. In this 4-day workshop, with your fantastical creature as the hero, and with more fantastical follies in
supporting roles, you will design a quilt top in your own inimitable style. All levels
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

SUSIE VICKERY
Website www.susievickery.com
Instagram @susievickery
Instagram @citizenbotanist
2 Day | Saturday 18 – Sunday 19 March 2023
STITCHING FROM NATURE
In this workshop we will look closely at some of our beautiful native plants and how to illustrate them with
stitch. Using free-style hand embroidery you will embroider their leaves and blossoms, building up colour
and texture. We will work with real foliage and photos of plants in blossom. All levels
4 Day | Monday 20 – Thursday 23 March 2023
STITCHING A HALF-LENGTH PORTRAIT
Working with thread and appliqué create a half-length portrait. The slowness of stitch will allow time to
really look and to bring out the character of your chosen subject. Begin with an exercise in portrait stitching
to learn the stitching technique and build up the confidence to develop your own style. Appliqué in colour
and pattern and then embroider back in, adding depth and emotion to your portrait. All levels
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

LIZ WILLIAMSON
Website www.lizwilliamson.com.au
Instagram @lizwilliamsonweaver
6 Day | Saturday 18 – Thursday 23 March 2023
DESIGNING AND WEAVING NEW STORIES
Designing and weaving new stories will focus on creating concepts, realising ideas and developing
narratives that are contemporary, innovative and relevant to each weaver.
Woven stories can reference your experiences, surroundings, place and time; your community, culture and
environment: all can be a source for new ideas and designs. As a handweaver, you decide the narrative, the
materials, colours, patterns, textures and structures. The range of concepts is as diverse as your
imagination.
Woven outcomes can be functional, non-functional, cloth, installations or purely experimental. The
workshop will involve discussions, challenges to assist in defining your story, ways of translating ideas,
selecting materials and weaving. Weave structures could be plain weave, twills, double weave, patterned
or any variation that is appropriate for your own, new woven story. Intermediate/advanced
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

MEREDITH WOOLNOUGH
Website www.meredithwoolnough.com.au
Instagram @meredithwoolnough
2 Day | Saturday 18 – Sunday 19 March 2023
NATURE JOURNALING
Nature journaling is a great way to explore and record nature while developing ideas and designs for future
textile artworks. In this workshop we will explore techniques for creating beautiful and inspirational
journals of your own. If you have an interest in drawing, watercolour painting and exploring nature than
this workshop will extend and enrich your existing artistic practice. Explore how you can use your journal to
kick start your textile design. All levels
4 Day | Monday 20 – Thursday 23 March 2023
SCULPTURAL EMBROIDERY
In this workshop we explore freehand machine embroidery to create a range of experimental TBC. Using
water-soluble fabrics as a temporary surface we will explore different ways to draw, assemble and sculpt
embroidered forms to create unique structures. We will then mould and shape our embroideries into
freestanding sculptures and/or shadow mount our creations ready for framing. All levels
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

WORKSHOP BOOKINGS
Booking: the simplest way to book is via website: grampianarts.com.au
If this is not your style of operation please email: textures@grampianarts.com.au
or call us on 0493 430 312.
It is highly recommended that you book early as numbers in workshops are strictly limited.
We ask you if possible to please pay for your workshop in full when you are making your booking.
A workshop place is not guaranteed until full payment is received.
Two day workshop (Saturday 18 & Sunday 19 March 2023)
•
•

Early bird booking (booking and payment by 1 /12/22)
Full fee

$320
$390

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Four day workshop (Monday 20 – Thursday 23 March 2023)
•
•

Early bird booking (booking and payment by 1 /12/22)
Full fee

$530
$690

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
6 day workshop (Saturday 18 – Thursday 23 March 2023)
•
•

Early bird booking
Full fee

(booking and payment by 1 /12/22)

$750
$890

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2 workshops Early bird (2 day & 4 day booked & paid by 1 /12/22)

$750

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Friday evening Makers Market (seller)

$30

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
NOTE: All workshops have requirement lists and many have a small materials fee payable to your
tutor in class. A position in a workshop is reserved once payment of fees has been received. Your
class requirements list is available on our website. www.grampianarts.com.au
Refund policy: available on the website.

